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Classification

Predicting the value of class C (the type of Iris) on the basis of
features A = {A1, . . . , Ak} (length and width of petal).

(a) setosa (b) virginica (c) versicolor

Under 0-1 loss, given the feature values a, the
most probable class a posteriori is returned:

c∗ = argmax
c∈C

P (c|a)



Credal classifiers

They substitute the single prior over the parameters by a set of
priors (credal set).

When classifying an instance, they compute for each class:
an upper P (c|a) posterior probability:

a lower P (c|a) posterior probability:

The classes are compared via interval-dominance, maximality or
e-admissibility (Troffaes,IJAR 2007).



Credal classifiers (II)

Credal classifiers can return

a single class ( safe instance). In this case, the credal classifier

returns the same class of its precise-probability counterpart.

multiple classes ( indeterminate classification , prior-dependent

instance). Traditional classifiers are typically unreliable on the

prior-dependent instances.



Typical results of credal classification: texture

recognition

The OUTEX data sets (Ojala, 2002): 4500 images, 24 classes

(textiles, carpets, woods ..).



Features: Local Binary Patterns (Ojala, 2002)

The gray level of each pixel is compared with that of its

neighbors, resulting in a binary judgment (more intense/ less

intense).

Such judgments are collected in a string for each pixel.



Local Binary Patterns (2)

Each string is then assigned to a single category.

The categories group similar strings: e.g., 00001111 is in the

same category of 11110000 for rotational invariance.

There are 18 categories.

For each image there are 18 features: the % of pixels assigned

to each category.



Results (Corani et al., BMVC 2010)

Accuracy of NBC: 92% (SVMs: 92.5%).

NBC is highly accurate on the safe instances, but almost random

on the prior-dependent ones.

Safe Prior-dependent

Amount% 95% 5%

NBC: accuracy 94% 56%

NCC: accuracy 94% 85%

NCC: non-dom. classes 1 2.4



The effect of the sample size

As n grows there is a decrease of both:

the % of indet. classification;

the number of classes returned when indeterminate.
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Types of credal classifiers: credal networks (CNs).

Extend Bayesian Networks classifiers.

Typically they substitute the single Dirichlet prior by the Imprecise

Dirichlet Model (IDM) ( prior near-ignorance ).

Naive credal classifier: generalizes naive Bayes. (Zaffalon, Stat.

Plan. Inf. 1999; ISIPTA 2001).

Treatment of non-MAR missing data using sets of likelihoods

(Corani and Zaffalon, JMLR, 2008).

Extended to tree-augmented naive Bayes (Corani and De Campos,

IJAR, 2010).



Types of credal classifiers: decision trees.

Computes via IDM a credal set about the conditional probability

of the class variable, given each feature.

The feature whose credal set has the higher upper entropy is

chosen for branching.

At the leaves, the classification is computed via the IDM (Abellan

and Moral, 2003)

Alternatively: use NPI instead of IDM to compute the credal sets.

At the leaves, return a precise classification (Abellan et al.,

Comp. Stat. & Data Analysis 2013).



Other credal classifiers (a nice variety!)
Credal KNN (Destercke, Soft Computing 2012)

SVM (Utkin and Coolen, ISIPTA ’11)

Credal ensemble of Bayesian classifiers (Corani and Antonucci,

ECAI 2012; Comp. Stat & Data Analysis, 2013).

The Classification chapter of the ITIP book provides a review,

including pointers to software.

On Monday : how to compare credal and traditional classifiers!



Some thoughts

“While you have developed an approach that outperforms the

state-of-the-art in credal classification, you do not establish that

credal classification is an important technique.” (The editor of

leading data mining journal)

My viewpoint:

many algorithms for credal classification are available; the topic

feels saturated.

either apply credal classifiers to challenging real problems,

showing why they are useful.

or move to a newer theoretical problem!



Preference learning: an extension of classification

The problem: to associate the instance a with a (possibly partial)

order over class labels such as:

c2 � c3 � c5

The goal: estimate the probability distribution over the |C|!
possible orders, given the features a.

Training set: feature values and an order (possibly partial) over

the labels. The order substitutes the class of classification.



Why IP could be relevant

Ranks could be represented by credal set: e.g., c2 � c3 identifies

all the probability distributions for which P (c2) > P (c3).

A training set of credal sets!

Returning a partial order over the classes generalizes credal

classification.

Cheng, Hullermeier et al., (ECML 2010, NIPS 2012): ci � cj is

part of the returned order only if P (ci � cj) > α, thus

generalizing the rejection option.



Why IP could be relevant

How to compare a partial order with a complete one? This is a

generalization of the problems we already addressed for credal

classification.

Current results: returning partial orders results in order which are

less informative but more accurate: does it remind something?



An IP paper: Destercke, ECML 2013

Pairwise decomposition of the preferences: given x, estimates

whether c1 � c2, c2 � c3, etc.

When learning the model which compares ci and cj , ignores

instances of the training set in which the two classes are not

ordered.

Given x, estimate using profile likelihood the upper and lower

probability P (ci � cj), P (ci � cj).

For each class, estimate an upper and a lower score:

Si =
∑
cj∈C

P (ci � cj)Si =
∑
cj∈C

P (ci � cj)

Conclude ci � cj only if Si > Sj .



Conclusions

I think the experience gained with credal classification could be

usefully applied to preference learning

Imprecise statements are natural in the field

Room for new algorithms.


